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OTHER NEO GEO POCKET GAMES 

[codes]

 
Duplicate Items 
Save the game. Link to another Neo Geo Pocket system and trade the item you wish to duplicate. Turn off the game, then 
turn game on and load saved game. Now both systems possess the traded item, so trade item back to the original Neo Geo 
Pocket system. 

 
Play as Fio 
Finish the game and then the next time you play you will be able to select the girl as your character. 
Stage Select 
Finish the game and the S-continue option will become available. 

 
Play an Amoeba 
In tournament mode, beat the 3 opponents in your first tournament. After that you will be able to select the amoeba for your 
character. 

 
Fight Bosses in Free Battle Mode 
You can fight RoboMant in Free Battle Mode by pressing  on Nanako, then pressing  
You can fight G.Lady after clearing the game by holding  and selecting Lip in the Free Battle Mode menu. 
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Bonus Level 
To get to a bonus level you must pass Act 1 of each stage with at least 50 rings. 
Chaotic Space Bonus Level 
Collect all Chaos Emeralds before defeating Dr. Robotnik in level 13: Last Utopia to access the Chaotic Space bonus level. In 
Chaotic Space, Sonic transforms into Super Sonic and battles Robotnik once and for all. 
Recover Chaos Emerald from Dr. Robotnik 
When battling Dr. Robotnik in level 13: Last Utopia, hit him seven times. Then target the emerald on his back. After two hits, it 
will fall off. 
Select Level 
Press  at the Sega logo to display all previously played levels. 
Sound Test 
Collect all seven Chaos Emeralds before completing game to unlock Sound Test feature in the options menu. 
Special Stage Option 
Collect all 96 puzzle pieces, and then assemble six pictures in the Puzzle Room. The Special Stage feature will then become 
available at the options menu. 
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